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The Cirro-stratus, but more especially the Cirro-cumulus, are 
remarkable by reason of a characteristic of the highest impor
tance, from the point of view of the distribution of congealed 
aqueous vapour, and one which has escaped the sagacity of 
Howard and his successors. It consists in the most fantastical 
combinations, reproducing all the formations, hydrological, and 
physical, of our Continent and seas. Here a deep bay with pro
montories, capes, peninsulas, isthmuses, &c. ; there, a river, 
brooks, lakes, &c. ! further on, vast continents and open seas. 
The entire mass and the outlines of each of these accidents are 
besprinkled with Cirro-cumulus, sometimes edged with Cirro
stratus, of which the volumes of little balls are seen diminishing 
and vanishing from centre to circumference, while at the side, in 
the empty spaces, we perceive the purest azure of the heavens. 
Should it be a lake, the water will be represented by the blue 
sky, and terra firma by the Cirro-cumu!us which surrounds it. 
By carefully studying all these transformations we remark in 
them the greatest analogy with the phenomena of the precipita
tion and congelation of clew upon solid bodies. There is, there
fore, at this altitude, in the same stratum, and one after the 
other, so to say, some portions of the atmosphere enjoying dif
ferent degrees of density and of temperature, in order that the 
congelation of aqueous vapour may take place in so variable a 
manner. 

The influence of Cirro-cumulus upon the lowering of the tem
perature at the surface of the earth is so considerable that the 
human body feels it at once. A curdled sky at the new moon 
of a calm night in the tropics is a sky relatively glacial for these 
latitudes. 

This effect may be due to their greater proximity and to the 
considerable quantity of balls of snow which constitute this type 
of cloud. The Cirrus being found much elevated and the Cirro
stratus much less abundant, although both are formed of glacial 
aiglets, have not the same influence upon the terrestrial tempera
ture. Howard says : 

"The Cirro-cumulus is formed from a Cirrus, or from a number 
of small separate Cirrus, by the fibres collapsing, as it were, and 
passing into small, roundish masses, in which the. texture of the 
Cirrus is no longer discernible ; although they sllll retam some
what of their relative arrangement. This change takes place 
throughout the whole mass at once, or progressively from one 
extremity to the other. In either case the same effect is pro
duced on a number of adjacent Cirrus at the same time and in 
the same order. It appears in some instances to be accelerated 
by the approach of other clouds. 

"This modification forms a very beautiful sky, sometimes ex
hibiting numerous distinct beds of these small connected clouds, 
floating at different altitudes. 

"The Cirro-cumu!us is frequently seen in summer, and is 
attendant on warm and dry weather. It is also occasionally 
and more sparingly seen in the intervals of showers and in 
winter. It may either evaporate or pass to the Cirrus or Cirro
stratus." 

Under the generic name of Pa!!iwn, I have classed two forms 
of clouds, which present the appearance of a mantle or veil 
of considerable extent, of very compact texture, well defined at 
the edges, of an excessively slow march, and _embracrng, 
moreover the visible vault of the sky. According as the 
Pal!ium is formed of Cirrus or of Cumulus it is distinguish~d 
into Pal!io-cirrus and Pa!!io-cumulus. The appearance of these 
clouds signalises bad weather, and their disappearance good 
weather. 

The stratum of Pal!io-cirrus is first formed, and some hours 
or some days afterwards that ~f P_allio-cumu!us_is formed under 
it. These two strata remam 111 view at a certam distance from 
each other, and by their re_ciprocal actioi: and i:eaction !';oduce 
storms and the heavier rams, accompamed with consicerable 
electric discharges. They _are el_ectrifie~, but with co1:trar:f signs ; 
the superior stratum of Cirrus 1s negat1 v':, and. th': rnfenor one 
of Cumulus is positive, the sai_ne as the ram which 1t diseng~ges_; 
w hiie the electricity of the air, at the surface of the eartn, 1s 
negative. But when these tv.:o sti:ata attract each. other a dis
charge is produced · and the mfenor stratum contmues to pour 
out the surplus wC:ter it con_ta\ned without giving any si~n ':'f 
electricity, no more than _the air m contact with the earth. flus 
state continues until the mfenor stratum opens up, the supenor 
afterward, they then disappear, the on': after the other. fine 
weather then returns. The Pal!ium chiefly predomrnate durmg 
the rainy season, in intcr~tropical regions, and in the higher lat1 .. 
tudes during winter, at the time of falls of snow, A part of the 

Pal!io-cumu!us, which has n'?t been reduced, or which l11s not 
been scattered to other regwns, gathers at the horizon and is 
transferred into the Cumulus. As to the Pa!!io-cirrus they 
disappear entirely if fine wea.ther is maintained. ' 

THE ANCIENT LAKES OF WESTERN AlvlE
RICA, THEIR DEPOSITS AND DRAINAGE* 

THE wonderful collections of fossil plants and animals, 
b~o'.1ght ?Y Dr. Hayden !'rom the_ country_ bordering the 

Upper r,lissoun, are from deposits made rn extensive fresh-water 
!akes ,_vhich at one time occupied n:uch of the region lying 
nnmed1ately east of the Rocky Mountains. The water of these 
lak~s was first salt or brackish, as the remains of oys'ers ancl 
sumlar estuary forms show. By continental elevation 1.he 
whole country west of the Mississippi was raised out of tLe 
cretaceous sea, and these estuaries became lakes inclosed by 
ra'.se~ _dr,: land. Tl:e knowledge of this country from tl:e 
M1ssiss1ppi t'? the Pacifi~ Ocean has been accumulated by varioics 
explorers besides the wnter, as Dr. Hayden, Mr. George Gibb.•, 
Pro'.essors W. P. Blake and Th_omas Antisell, and Prof. J. D. 
vV!utney_ and the State Geological Survey of California, and 
Baron Richtofen, the lamented Remond, Drs. Shiel, '\Vislizenus, 
and oth.:,rs. Besides Mr. Clarence King has explored a large 
tract of this country, but his very important contributions have 
not, as yet, been made public. The general character of the 
topoguphy of the region west '?f the Mississippi has been given 
by these great !mes of elevatwn traversmg the count, y fro no 
north to south. There are the Rocky Mountains, the Sierra 
Nevacb, and the Coast Ranges. The last is the most modern, 
and 1s composed, for the most part, 0f Miocene Tertiary rocks. 
Parallel with this lies a narrow lrough, in California traversed 
by the Sac1:amento and San Joachin Rivers, encroached on by 
the mountams at pbces, but still m Oregon and 'Washington, 
traversed by the W1llametle and Cowlelz Rivers. These two 
sections are drained through the Golden Gate and Columbia. 
The mountain barriers formerly caused the valleys to consist of 
great inland lakes, which are now only represented by the chain 
of small pieces of water still to be seen in that region of country. 
East of the Sierra Nevada and between it and the Rocky 
Mountains is another still larger basin. For a thousand miles it 
has no openings to the westward, which are less than five tholt
san_cl feet above the sea, but_ at three poinls there are gateways, 
whtch may be passed, but little above the sea level. These are 
the ca1zo11s of the Sacramento (Pit River), the Klamath, and 
the Columl,ia. These have been cut through Ly the drainage of 
the interior of the continent. The former beds of the lakes 
have thus been left dry and waste-the only real desert on the 
North American continent. The Sierra Nevada is older than 
the Coast Ranges, and projecteJ above the ocean, thouo-h not 
to its present altitude, previous to the Tertiary and even Creta
ceous ages. This we learn fro1n the fact that strala belonoin<r 
to these formations cover its base. The mass of the s/;,rr~ 
Nevada is granitic rocks and metamorphic slates, proved 
Dy the California Survey lo be triassic and jurassic. These 
slates are traversed by the gold-bearing quartz. East ot 
the Sierra Nevada is a high and l,road plateau five hundred 
rniks wide, and from four to eight hundred feet in altitude, 
and reaches south into Mexico. This mo,iutain belt was once 
the margin of tbe Pacific Ocean. Its crest is crowned by vol
canic cones like gigantic towers of a fortification. The central 
portion of this plateau was called by Fremont "the great basin," 
as it furms a hydrographic basin drained by the Columbia ancl 
Colorado. The former makes its way to the ocean through a 
gorge in the Cascade Mountains, whilst the latta escapes to the 
,outl1 through a series of canons, of which the most important 
is nearly a thousand miles in length, and from three to six 
thousanJ feet deep. In vol. vi. ol the Paciti.c Railroad Reports 
the country 0f the Columbia is described and foe reasons for con
cluding that it had cut its way through the Cascade Mountains, 
and simibr facts were observed in the district drained by the 
Kbrnath and Pit Rivers. Certain peculiarities are to be seen in 
the country uetween the Sierra Nevada and Rocky Mountains. 
In the northern and nudclle portions of the great table lands the 
surface is somewhat thickly set by short and isolated mountain 
ranges, sometimes called '' the lost mountains." These rise 
like islands above the level of the plain, and are generally com-

* Contributed by Professor J. S. Newberry to the Proceedings of the 
New York Lyceum of Natural History. 
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posed of volcanic or metamorphic rocks. The spaces between 
them are level desert surfaces. Towards the north and west, on 
the tributaries of the Columbia, Klamath, or Pit Rivers, the 
plateau is cut by these streams, and the deposit can be examined. 
The rocks are nearly horizontal, some are coarse volcanic ash, 
with fragments of pumice and scorire. Others denominated 
''concrete" resemble the old Roman cement. Many are quite 
white, and are generally known as "chalk-beds," though they 
contain no lime. The late Prof. J. W. Bailey determined these 
to consist of the remains of fresh-water species of Diatomacere. 
The stratification and horizontality of these beds show them 
to have been thrown down from great bodies of water 
which once covered the greater part of these level plains. 
From south-western Idaho and eastern Oregon have lately 
been brought large collections of animal and vegetable fossils, 
of great variety and interest. The plants were mostly col-
1,cted bv the Rev. Thomas Congdon, of the Dalles, Oregon, at 
great risk of life and while exposed to great hardships, on the 
flanks of the Blue Mountains. They are apparently Miocene, 
forming twenty or thirty species, nearly all new, and which re
present a forest growth as varied and luxurious· as can be found 
on any portion of the continent. The animal remains came mostly 
from the banks of Castle Creek in the Owyhee district, Ir]aho. 
Tilese were sent by Mr. J. W. Adams of Ruby City. They con
sist of bones of the mastodon, rhinoceros, horse, elk, and other 
large mammals of which the species are probably in some cases 
new, _in others identical with those obtained from the. deposits 
examined by Dr. Hayden. There are also bones of birds and 
great numbers of the bones and teeth of fish. These last are cy
prinoids applied to l11ylopharodon, Mtlochtilus, &c., some three 
feet and more in length. Also many fresh-water shells, as Unio, 
Corbicula, l1':lelania, and Planorbis. Theseillustrate the inhabitants 
of the extinct lakes, which were of a much larger size and greater 
depth than the great fresh-water lakes which now lie upon our 
northern frontier. Between these were areas covered with 
a luxuriant and beautiful vegetation and inhabited by herd; of 
elephants and other great mammals. In the streams were numbers 
of fish and mollusks of species now extinct. Gradual! y these 
lakes evaporated and at last became dry. In the Klamath lakes 
aad Suisun Bay we have their remanents, whilst on the Columbia 
the drainage streams have cut canons two thousand feet deep. 
At times the peace and quiet of this country were disturbed by 
violent volcanic eruptions from the peaks of the Sierra Nevada, 
which ejected showers of ashes covering the land and filling the 
lakes, as is seen in the strata now existing, some ten and twenty 
feet thick. Sometimes lava was thrown out and covered hun
dreds of miles of surface, and is now seen as solid basalt. Then 
quiet reigned, and new fresh-water deposits were formed, only 
to be succeeded by other volcanic disturbances. Some parts of 
this plateau have not been drained, and the remains of the 
ancient lakes now exist as Salt Lake, Pyramid Lake, and others. 
These are gradually diminishing, as is to be seen by indica
tions all around their borders, where we ca'.l trace ancient 
shore lines. The alkali plains and salt flats mark the places of 
dried-up lakes; all of these still existing being excessively salt. 
This is the state of things at the north. In the south, the great 
Colorado platecrn is without mountain barriers or local basins, 
and ther~ are few traces of extinct lakes. This arid district was 
once a beautiful ancl fertile plain, drained by the Colorado, which, 
on the western margin poured over a precipice five thousand feet 
or more high, into the Gulf of California, which then reached 
several thousand miles farther north than it does now. In time 
the river cut its way farther back through the subjacent rocks, and 
at last formed that remarkable gorge, nearly a thousand miles 
long and three to six thousand feet deep. As the channel 
deepened, the country around became dryer, until it was the arid 
plain we find it now. Almost no rain falls on this plain, there
fore the walls of the canon remain sharp-cut precipices unaffected 
by moisture. On the east of the Rocky Mountains is the great 
platee.•1 country of the plains, which differs from the country to 
the west, by not being bordered on its east by a mountain chain, 
but sloping gradually to the Mississippi. Its surface was also 
covered by great fresh water lakes, larger, if not more numerous, 
than those now existing on our northern boundary. From the 
northern portion of this plateau Dr. Hayden has brought his 
specimens, and he has there obtained a harvest of scientific 
truth which will form for him an enduring and enviable 
monument. He has studied the deposits whtch accumulated 
in these lakes, and they are very rich in specimens of both 
animal and vegetable life. The vertebrate remains have 
been studied by Dr. Leidy, who has published his investiga-

tions in the splen_did monograph so well known, and which 
forms a contnbuhon to palreontology, not second in value or 
interest to that made by Cuvier, by his illustrations of the fossils 
from. t!:e Paris basin, n_or t? that of Falconer and Courtly, 
descnpt1ve of the Sewahk hills of India. The first instal
ment of the plants have been described by Dr. Newberry 
in the report of Colonel W. F. Reynolds, U.S.A., not 
yet published. The descriptions are published in the 
Annals of the Lyceum of Natural History of New York 
vol. 9, 1868. The general conclusions from these examination; 
have greatly enlarged the flora of the Tertiary and Cretaceous 
periods. Since then largely additional material has been collected 
by Dr. Hayden, Mr. Congdon and Dr. Le Comte, and Dr. New
berry; and in Alaska by Mr. W. H. Dall and Captain Howard, 
and by others in Greenland. The flora and fauna of the lake 
deposits on both sides of the R0.cky Mountains apparently 
belong lo one and the same geological age, and tell the same 
story as to topography, climatic conditions, and development of 
animal and vegetable life. There is a striking difference in one 
particular between the deposits east and west. In Oregon, 
Idaho, and Nevada, volcanic material has accumulated in the 
lake basins to a much greater extent than on the east of the 
mountains. The deposits of the Upper Missouri regions are 
shales, marls, and earthy limestones, with immense quantities 
of lignite and almost no traces of volcanic material. The 
animals and vegetables of the Tertiary here were in much 
greater number than now. This existed long enough for thou
sands of feet to accumulate in the lake basins, and rnmetirnes 
these deposits are found turned up on edge on the flanks of the 
mountains, showing that this chain, although existing in embryo 
from the earliest palreozoic ages, has been subjected to great 
modifications. The collections made by Dr. Hayden at various 
points differ among themselves. In every bed are new species, 
and between some deposits there are no connecting links. In 
the beginning of the cretaceous the land st1rface and climate of 
this continent were similar to the present period, the trees for the 
most part belonged to the same genera. Then most of the region 
west of the Mississippi sunk beneath the ocean, and the cretaceous 
deposits were made containing more tropical species. There were 
islands in the western sea, and the Gulf Stream had a course 
north and west from the Gulf of Mexico to the Arctic Sea. In 
the earlier Tertiary ages the continent here emerged from the 
ocean and approached the previou;; and present conditioi,s 
indicated by the flora. In this category are. to be placed the Green 
River Tertiary beds, those of Mississippi studied by Lesquereux, 
and those of Brandon, Vermont. In the Miocene the continental 
surface was broader, the western lakes were fresh, and the vege
tation very much like that of the present clay. A few palms then 
grew as far north as the Yellow Stone River, and a flora flourished 
in Alaska and Greenland as varied and as luxuriant as now grows 
along the fortieth parallel. At this time land connected Europe, 
this continent, and China, as the flora in this region was essen
tially the same, a large number of plants being common to the 
three continents. The mammals were peculiar ; over our 
western plains rolled herds of great quadrupeds rivalling in 
number and variety those of southern Africa at the present time. 
This state of things continued dnring the Pliocene age and up 
to the ice period. In the middle Tertiary the clim:ites of Alaska 
ancl Greenland were those of New York and St. Louis at present. 
Then came the Glacial epoch, and the climate of Greenland of 
the present time is brought down to New York, and all the north
ern portion of the continent is wrapped in ice. This change of 
climate was gradual, but the animals and vegetables were driven 
south ward until the glaciers reached the thirty-eighth or fortieth 
parallel, when a temperate climate prevailed in Mexico, and only 
on the south=rn border would the temperature be what it had 
previously been on our northern border. Thus nearly all the 
animals were exterm;nated or forced into very narrow limits in 
southern Mexico. Plants bore their expatriation better, and as a 
consequence we find the present flora of our continent much 
more like tint of the Miocene than is our fauna, though most of 
the forest-trees have become extinct. Of these the Glyptostrobus 
is an example, which grew all over our continent and nurthe1;n 
Europe. I·1 the glacial period it was exterminated except 111 

China, where it now grows. So when we com,Jare the present 
flora of China and Japan with that of the eastern half of our 
continent, we find the strongest proofs of the'r relation· hip; many 
species are identical, while others are hut s!tghtly change.1. Some 
of the great mamm1ls of the pre-glacial period bade defiance_ to 
these changes, as the mastodon and elephant, both_'., of which 
could endure great changes of climate, and the mammoth, we 
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know, was defended from cold by a thick coat of hair and wool. 
We find its remains embedded in peat-bogs and marshes, where 
they were mired and suffocated, and it is even claimed that here, 
as in Europe, it was contemporaneous with man. 

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS 

Anna/es de Chimie et de Physique, July, 1870,-This number 
contains a paper, by M. A. M iintz, on the Composition of 
Skin, the modifications it undergoes during the process of 
tanning, and on the decomposition of tannin in the tan-pits. 
The experiments detailed in this paper were undertaken by the 
author to determine, from a theoretical point of vie~v, the changes 
taking place in the conversion of hides into leather. A piece of 
ox-hide which was being converted into leather for the soles of 
boots was selected as the most appropriate for the investigation, 
and the operations were commenced after cleansing and de
pilation. In these processes no chemical change would take 
place, except perhaps in cases in which lime is employed in the 
clepilation, a small q,mntity of which is deposited in the skin, 
but afterwards removed hy a solution of glucose. The follo,,-ing 
process of swelling consists in steeping the hides in an acid liqmd 
for a time varying from three weeks to two or three months. This 
acid liquid contains acetic and lactic acids and a small quantity of 
tannin : its elTect is to distend the pores of the epidermis and thus 
facilitate the subsequent process of tanning. During the swe!liBg 
so much water and other substances are absorbed that the hide in
creases in weight to such an extent that it is now as heavy as it 
was Lefore the cleaning and rlepilation, the addition of dry 
matter amountino- to nearly 19 per cent.; a small quantity of 
mineral matter i; lost, the augmentation being due to the ad
dition of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. After eleven months 
in the tan-pit an increase of nearly 83 per cent. was ob
served ; a small diminution in the quan'tity of nitrogen took 
place, while the mineral constituents and carbon, hydrogen, and 
oxygen were augmented. The organic materials added had 
exactly the same composition as those absorbed hy the hide 
during swelling, but they differ much from the composition_ of 
tannin. The author believes that the loss of mtrogen duri ng 
the tanning process is .due to a decomposition _of part of the 
leather, for ammonium salts were found m the liquor from the 
tan-pits. The structure of leather is also very different from that 
of skin; while the latter is fibrous the former is spongy ; 
skin will absorb three or four times its weight of water, swelling 
considerably, but leather scarcely absorbs one and a half 
times its weight, and w"itliotit increase of volume; JOO ·parts of 
skin by treatment witl1 boiling water leave 3"35 of insoluble 
matter, the rest being converted into gelatine; the residue from 
leat/1er under the scune circumstances is about 48 per cent. The 
compound obtained by the action of tannic acid on gelatine differs 
very much in composition and properties from leather. A 
description is given of a process for the e~timation of t~nnic 
acid; and M. Miintz announces the observation that the residue, 
after boilinrr skins with water, contains a substance dissolved by 
Schweitzer~ cupro-ammoniacal reagent, and thus resembling 
cellulose hut containing about 15 per cent. of nitrogen. 
The author next gives an account of the composition of the 
mineral substances presen'. in skin an~ in leathes, and points out 
the changes produced durmg th~ tanning. H~ concludes that the 
tannic acid is partially c<;nverte~l mto tr~ore ox1cl1s_ecl C<;mpounds, as 
gallic acid, glucose, lacti~, acetic, form~c,_ carbomc a~i?s, and ':10st 
probably propion!c _acid, the remaunng less ox11h,ed i:esid'.te 
converting the ,kins mto leather. The experiments de_tailed m 
this paper were carried out m the .laboratory o~ M .. Bossmgau_ult. 
-M. L. Henry cont ributes a paper on glycenc tnbromhyclnne, 
the object ot which is to show Iha~ the co_mpound_ obbined _by 
Berthelot by the a~tion of phosphonc bror~1ide on ~tbromhyd~·me 
or epibromhydrine, and described by him as tnbromh_ydrme, 
must have been some other compound. The author pomts out 
that the saturated compounds of the triatomic radical (C3 H 5 ),"' 

obtained either from the allylic group or from glycerine, are 
always identical, with the sing~e exception of B~rthelot's tribrom
hydrine, which boils at r2o_, while th~ lnbrom1de_ o_f ':llyl 
obtained by Wurtz by the action of bromme on allyl;c 10d1de, 
boils at 217--218°. He also shows that the analysis given by 
Berthelot is not as concordant with the theoretical numbers 
as might be expected, and th~t the physic:il P:operties described 
hy him do not correspond wi!I) those that might be looked for 
in a compound of the composition C3 H 5 Br3• Fmally, he an-

nounces th~t by the :ictio_n of phosphoric bromide on pure 
~hbro1;1hydnn_e, he has obta!ned the true tribromhydriue, which, 
m_ all tt~ physical and chemical properties, is identical with the, 
t~·1b~·orn1de of ally! of Wurtz.:-The next paper is by M. P. 
Schutzenberger, on a new actd of sulphur. Schi:inbein ob
~erved that ':hen _a solution ~f sulphurous acid is placed 
m. contact with zmc the liquid becomes yellow, and ac
qmres the property of decolorising indigo and litmus but 
aft<;r a short . tin_ie s_ulphur is deposited and the reducing 
action of the liquid disappears. M. Schiitzenberger has em
ployed a concentrated solution of sodic bisulphite in the place of 
the sulph;1rous acid, and has succeeded in preparing the salt of 
a _new_acid. flask of about half a litre capacity was filled 
with zmc shavmgs and a strong solution of soclic bisulphite 
poured in. The vessel was then closed and placed in cold water ; 
after half a~ h~ur the odour o~ sulphurous acid had disappeared, 
when the hqmd was poured mto a flask containing 1-} litres of 
alcohol and the mixture agitated. A crystalline deposit of the 
double sulphite _of ~odium an~ sodium was produced, and from 
tlus the clear ltqmd was rapidly decanted into bottles which 
were filled entirely, closed, and allowed to cool. After' a · short 
time a mass of fine colourless needles was deposited, consisting 

of sod;c hydrosulphite (SON~)' t O + H 2O. It is rapidly oxi

~ised by exposure to the air into sodic bisulphite, and the solu
tion when placed on filter paper is so rapidly oxidised that 
sufficient heat is evolved to cause steam to be given off. On 
adding sulphuric or oxalic acid to the solution an oranc,e 
red colour is produced, but the liquid is rapidly decoloris:d 
with deposition of sulphur. Sodic hydrosulphite may also be 
obtained by nascent hydrogen evolved by electrolysis. The 
production of this compound is represented as follows :-

(SO)"} o + H _ (SO HY1o H 0 
Na H 2 2 - Na 5 + 2 ' 

Sodic Sodic 
bisu!phite hydrosutphite 

The oxidation of the hydrosulphite thus:

(SO H)'1 O ·+ O _ (SO)"1 o 
Na 5 - Na H 5 •· 

The decomposition of the acid:-

z(SOH H)'} o = 2H,O + S + SO
2

• 

The solution of the sodium salt is gradually transformed, out of 
contact with air, into sodic hyposulphite and water:-

2 (SO H)'1o 
Na 5 

Sodic 
hydrosulphite 

Sorlie 
hyposulphite 

By means of an alkaline solution of sodic hydrosulphite indigo 
is rapidly converted into white indigo ; acetone produces isopro
pylic alcohol; and oil of bitter almonds is partially transformed 
into benzylic alcohol. This substance promises to he a useful 
reducing agent for many operations. 

IN the Revue-des Cours Scientifiqws for Aug. 27 is a transla
tion of Prof. Hofmann's address in honour of the late Prof. 
Graham, delivered before the German Chemical Society, which 
occupies the greater part of the paper. Then follows a report of 
the sittings of the Anthropological Society of Paris on April 2 r 
and May 5, containing a report on the Ethnology of Lower 
Brittany, which led to an animated discussion on the origin of 
s;:iecies and the theories of transformation and natural selection. 
A translation is also given of Prof. Sterry Hunt's paper, read 
before our Royal Society, on the probable seat of volcanic 
action. In the number for September 3 is a report from M. 
Giraud-Teulon on the causes of myopy, its relative frequency, 
and its influence in military efficiency. M. Marey continues his 
interesting and v:iluable paper on the flight of birds, which is 
here discussed from a mechanical point of view. We have the 
reports of the sittings of the Anthropological Society on May 
19, June 2 and 16, and July 7 and 21; the subjects of discussion 
bein" the brain of man and of the primates, pathological oste
ology of the newly-born, acclimatisation of Europeans in Africa, 
and the conclusion of the discussion on transformation. The 
vari!t!s comprises a paper by Prof. Nelaton, of the Faculty of 
Medicine of Paris1 on wounds produced by fire-arms. 
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